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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As people leading and managing health and safety in your businesses you are continually needing to keep abreast of and respond to changes and new developments in the regulatory framework in Ontario. Today I am going to provide an updates on a number of legislative developments identified with your association as being most timely and impacting on your businesses. 



Regulations Impacting your Businesses 

 Working at Heights  
 WHMIS 2015
 New JHSC Certification 

Standard
 New Noise regulation 



Working at Heights - Could this happen to you?

 Greenhouse fined $100,000 for worker fatality 
resulting from fall from ladder

 8 foot ladder 
 Reaching and foot missed a ladder rung
 Worker suffered head injuries and died in hospital 

several weeks later

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aldershot Greenhouses Fined $100,000 After Worker Killed in Fall From Ladder February 29, 2016 3:45 P.M.Ministry of Labour HAMILTON, ON - Aldershot Greenhouses Ltd. pleaded guilty and has been fined $100,000 after a worker at a greenhouse operation died after falling from a ladder.The incident took place at the company's facility at 347 5th Concession Road East in Waterdown on January 8, 2015. A worker was performing the task of watering bales of potting soil.Each bale is about eight feet tall, wrapped in plastic and rests on a skid. To water a bale, a worker must reach the top of the bale using an eight-foot-tall ladder, install a homemade watering wand into the top of the bale and turn on a timed, metered water pump. Each bale is watered with about 100 gallons of water. When watering is completed, the worker climbs a ladder to reach the top of the bale, removes the water wand, climbs back down, moves the ladder to the next bale and repeats the process.On the date in question, a worker was in the process of switching the wand from one bale to another. While reaching over from the first bale to the next, the worker misstepped on a ladder rung, lost balance and fell to the floor. The worker suffered head injuries and died in hospital several weeks later.Aldershot Greenhouses Ltd. pleaded guilty to failing to provide information, instruction and supervision to a worker on how to safely water bales, and was fined $100,000 in provincial court by Justice of the Peace Stephen Lancaster on February 25, 2016 in Hamilton court.



Two Main Types of Falls

WSPS member firms had 22,878 
lost-time injuries of which 21% 
were due to falls* 

1. Falls on the same level 
– 70% of fall injuries

2. Falls from a higher level
– Usually a fall from a height is more 

severe than one on the same level

In 2013 there were 11 work 
related deaths from falls in 
industrial workplaces.

*WSIB EIW, 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2014, WSPS member firms had 22,878 lost-time injuries of which 21% were due to falls (from heights and on the same level). Explain that most fall claims are due to a fall on the same level but that falls from a higher level are usually much more severe and result in higher costs per claim. Explain that in this module we will be discussing falls from heights. The Fatality data in the top corner is from the Ministry of Labour in a 2014 webinar. 



Working at Heights  
Selected Applicable Legislation and Standards

Regulations
Specific rules 

Standards
No legal authority 
unless referenced

Act 
Legal 
authority 
and General 
principles

Occupational 
Health and 
Safety Act

Industrial 
Regulations

s. 25.(2(h)) 

s.11, 13,14,15, 18,19
52,73,79,85,86

CSA standards on
ladders, protective 

equipment

Industrial 
Regulations

Construction 
Regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA) is the enabling legislation that sets out the roles, responsibilities and the legal authority and general principles for the workplace parties such as employers, supervisors, workers and inspectors. The general requirements to keep the workplace safe are covered under the OHSA. Perhaps the most quoted section is 25. (2)h: An employer shall, take every precaution reasonable in the circumstances for the protection of a worker.This section means that even if no specific requirements are listed in the Regulation the employer should still do everything reasonable to protect the health and safety of their staff. For example, there is no specific requirement to clean up liquid spills on the floor but wet surfaces are one of the leading causes of injuries and a reasonable precaution would definitely be to clean up any spills on the floor for the protection of the worker. Explain that the Occupational Health and Safety Act is the umbrella legislation and that the Industrial Establishment regulations and the Construction Regulations includes the very specific requirements.  Explain that there are several sections in the Industrial Establishment Regulations that deal with working at heights and that we will be discussing them in the upcoming slides. Explain that the Construction Regulations have many specific requirements for constructions projects but we will not be going into detail on these regulations. If you have a construction project on your site and workers are working at height they will need to be training to the standard required by the construction regulations. The CSA standards have no legal authority unless referenced.  The construction regulations do reference several CSA standards on fall protection equipment so meeting the requirements of these standards is a legal requirement for construction projects. To show due diligence it would be advantageous for other types of companies to meet these standards also. See below for more information. http://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/910213(2) Despite subsection (1), if it is not reasonably possible to install a guardrail system as that subsection requires, a worker shall be adequately protected by at least one of the following methods of fall protection:1. A travel restraint system that meets the requirements of section 26.4.2. A fall restricting system that meets the requirements of section 26.5.3. A fall arrest system, other than a fall restricting system designed for use in wood pole climbing, that meets the requirements of section 26.6.4. A safety net that meets the requirements of section 26.8.  O. Reg. 145/00, s. 12; O. Reg. 85/04, s. 5 (1).(3) The components of any system listed in subsection (2) shall be designed by a professional engineer in accordance with good engineering practice, and shall meet the requirements of any of the following National Standards of Canada standards that are applicable:1. CAN/CSA-Z259.1-05: Body Belts and Saddles for Work Positioning and Travel Restraint.2. CAN/CSA-Z259.2.1-98 (R2008): Fall Arresters, Vertical Lifelines and Rails.3. CAN/CSA-Z259.2.2-98 (R2004): Self-Retracting Devices for Personal Fall-Arrest Systems.4. CAN/CSA-Z259.2.3-99 (R2004): Descent Control Devices.5. CAN/CSA-Z259.10-06: Full Body Harnesses.6. CAN/CSA-Z259.11-05: Energy Absorbers and Lanyards.7. CAN/CSA-Z259.12-01 (R2006): Connecting Components for Personal Fall Arrest Systems (PFAS).8. CAN/CSA-Z259.14-01 (R2007): Fall Restrict Equipment for Wood Pole Climbing.  O. Reg. 85/04, s. 5 (2); O. Reg. 443/09, 



Industrial Establishments, Regulation 851

 Section 13 and 14: Guardrail 
requirements

 Section 15: Cover required on 
openings

 Section 52: 
– Equipment used to support, raise 

or lower a worker must meet 
specific requirements

– Person must be attached to a 
separate lifeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/900851#BK813. (1) Subject to subsection (2), there shall be a guardrail,(a) around the perimeter of an uncovered opening in a floor, roof or other surface to which a worker has access;(b) at an open side of,(i) a raised floor, mezzanine, balcony, gallery, landing, platform, walkway, stile, ramp or other surface, or(ii) a vat, bin or tank, the top of which is less than 107 centimetres above the surrounding floor, ground, platform or other surface; and(c) around a machine, electrical installation, place or thing that is likely to endanger the safety of any worker. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 13 (1).(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to,(a) a loading dock;(b) a roof to which access is required only for maintenance purposes; and(c) a pit used for,(i) work on an assembly line, or(ii) maintenance of vehicles or similar equipment. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 13 (2).14. (1) A guardrail shall,(a) have a top rail located not less than 91 and not more than 107 centimetres above the surface to be guarded;(b) have a mid rail;(c) if tools or other objects may fall on a worker, have a toe-board that extends from the surface to be guarded to a height of at least 125 millimetres; and(d) be free of splinters and protruding nails. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 14 (1).(2) A guardrail shall be constructed to meet the structural requirements for guards as set out in the Building Code. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 14 (2).15. A cover on an opening in a floor, roof or other surface shall be,(a) secured in place; and(b) constructed to meet the structural requirements for loads due to the use of floors and roofs as set out in the Building Code. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 15.16. A door,(a) located or arranged so that it could be mistaken for an exit door; or(b) leading to a hazardous, restricted or unsafe area,shall be identified by a warning sign posted on it. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 16.17. A fixed walkway, service stair or stile shall be at least fifty-five centimetres in width. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 17.18. (1) Subject to subsection (2), an access ladder fixed in position shall,(a) be vertical;(b) have rest platforms at not more than nine metre intervals;(c) be offset at each rest platform;(d) where the ladder extends over five metres, above grade, floor or landing, have a safety cage commencing not more than 2.2 metres above grade, floor or landing and continuing at least ninety centimetres above the top landing with openings to permit access by a worker to rest platforms or to the top landing;(e) have side rails that extend ninety centimetres above the landing; and(f) have rungs which are at least fifteen centimetres from the wall and spaced at regular intervals. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 18 (1); O. Reg. 420/10, s. 4.(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to an access ladder on a tower, water tank, chimney or similar structure which has a safety device which will provide protection should a worker using the ladder fall. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 18 (2).19. Where frequent access is required to equipment elevated above or located below floor level, permanent platforms shall be provided with access by a fixed,(a) stair; or(b) access ladder. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 19.20. Barriers, warning signs or other safeguards for the protection of all workers in an area shall be used where vehicle or pedestrian traffic may endanger the safety of any worker. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 20.



Ladders - Section 73 – Industrial Establishments

 Free from broken or loose members or 
other faults

 Have non-slip feet
 Placed on firm footing
 Held in place when: 

– Exceeds 6 meters and not fastened
– Endangered by traffic

 Proper angle
– Distance from top support to the foot 

of the ladder between 1/3 and 1/4 of 
height

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Requirements for using laddersSee below for more information. http://www.healthandsafetyontario.ca/Resources/Downloads/WSPS/Ladder-Safety.aspxhttp://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/90085173. A portable ladder shall,(a) be free from broken or loose members or other faults;(b) have non-slip feet;(c) be placed on a firm footing;(d) where it,(i) exceeds six metres in length and is not securely fastened, or(ii) is likely to be endangered by traffic,be held in place by one or more workers while being used; and(e) when not securely fastened, be inclined so that the horizontal distance from the top support to the foot of the ladder is not less than 1/4 and not more than 1/3 of the length of the ladder. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 73.



Fall Protection – Industrial Establishments Reg.   

 Section 79: Training required 
for workers required to use 
protective equipment or device

 Section 85: Worker shall use 
harness with shock absorber 
when exposed to hazard of 
falling more than 3 meters

 Section 86: Protective measures 
required when a worker may fall 
into a liquid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Requirements for training, using PPE and working above water using the slide. Refer the participants to their participant guide and ask them to read the legislation.  See below for more information. http://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/900851#BK1479. A worker required to wear or use any protective clothing, equipment or device shall be instructed and trained in its care and use before wearing or using the protective clothing, equipment or device. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 79; O. Reg. 420/10, s. 12.85. Where a worker is exposed to the hazard of falling and the surface to which he or she might fall is more than three metres below the position where he or she is situated,(a) the worker shall wear a serviceable safety belt or harness and lifeline that is adequately secured to a fixed support and so arranged that the worker cannot fall freely for a vertical distance of more than 1.5 metres; and(b) the fall arrest system described in clause (a) shall,(i) have sufficient capacity to absorb twice the energy and twice the load that under the circumstances of its use may be transmitted to it, and(ii) be equipped with a shock absorber or other devices to limit the maximum arresting force to 8.0 kilonewtons to the worker. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 851, s. 85; O. Reg. 420/10, s. 14.86. Where a worker is exposed to the hazard of falling into liquid that is of sufficient depth for a life jacket to be effective as protection from the risk of drowning, there shall be an alarm system and rescue equipment, appropriate in the circumstances, to ensure the worker’s rescue from the liquid and, (a) the worker shall wear a life jacket; or(b) the employer shall develop written measures and procedures to prevent the worker from drowning and shall implement them. O. Reg. 284/99, s. 1.



Construction Projects Regulation 
(O. Reg. 213/91)  section 26

 Defines fall hazards situations requiring controls 
– Falling more than 3 metres
– Falling more than 1.2 metres, if area used as a path
– Falling into operating machinery
– Falling into water or another liquid
– Falling into or onto a hazardous substance or object
– Falling through an opening on a work surface 



Fall Protection Requirements - Section 26

 Requires/specifies guard rail and 
barrier protection

 If not practical - highest ranking fall 
protection
1. Travel restraint system
2. Fall restricting system
3. Fall arrest system 
4. Safety net

 Training requirements including WAH
 Device design and installation - CSA 

standards
 Training records  



• People working at heights & 
performing work covered under 
construction projects regulations
• moving or removing a building or 

structure
• installing machinery
• constructing or renovating a building, 

structure, trench, parking lot
• Even if using a contractor the MOL 

considers you project owner and 
contractor’s employer 

Working at Heights Training requirements may 
affect you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Falls are responsible for one in six lost-time injuries, which are often debilitating and costly. However, training standards have been proven to reduce the number of injuries: 16 months after Newfoundland and Labrador introduced mandatory working at heights training, reported fall injuries had dropped by 24%.From a prevention perspective, the new standards will improve worker knowledge and strengthen workplace safety culture by establishing a threshold of high quality, consistent training for people working at heights.If you have people working at heights and performing work covered under the construction regulations, get ready to comply with a new training standard that takes effect April 1. The standard requires that people working at heights on construction projects receive training if they are using travel restraint systems, fall restricting systems, fall arrest systems, safety nets, work belts and safety belts. A companion standard sets out requirements for training providers.Who's affectedThese requirements apply to your workplace if you're undertaking any of these projects:moving a building or structureinstalling machineryconstructing a building, bridge, structure, industrial establishment, mining plant, shaft, tunnel, caisson, trench, excavation, highway, railway, street, runway, parking lot, cofferdam, conduit, sewer, water main, service connection, telephone or electrical cable, pipeline, duct or well, or any combination thereof.1"What this means," says WSPS consultant Lois Weeks, "is that if you're the constructor for any of these projects, you have to make sure that everyone working at heights has received training that meets the standard, and that the Ministry of Labour has approved the training provider.""Even if you've outsourced the construction work to a general contractor," continues Weeks, "you're still responsible for ensuring the contractor is in compliance because the ministry considers you the project owner and the contractor's employer."



Working at Heights Training Requirements
(O. Reg. 297/13)
 Applies to workers on construction projects that use 

specified methods of fall protection
 Training from approved providers
 In force April 1, 2015 – 2 year transition
 In addition to training required under section 26.2 of 

Construction Projects Regulation (O. Reg. 213/91)
 Activity considered maintenance or construction 

determined on case-by-case basis
 Valid for three years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Occupational Health and Safety Awareness and Training Regulation (O. Reg. 297/13) requires employers to ensure that workers on construction projects successfully complete a working at heights training program if they may use specified methods of fall protection.The program must be approved by the Chief Prevention Officer (CPO) and must be delivered by a training provider approved by the CPO. The working at heights training requirements apply to the employers of workers on construction projects who are required by O.Reg. 213/91 (Construction Projects Regulation) to use any of the following methods of fall protection:travel restraint system fall restricting system fall arrest systemsafety network beltOR safety beltThis training requirement is in addition to existing training requirements for workers who use fall protection systems on construction projects, as set out in the Construction Projects Regulation (O. Reg. 213/91).Effective April 1, 2015 – 2 year transition Are there other training requirements that apply to workers on construction projects who use fall protection systems?Section 26.2 of the Construction Projects Regulation requires employers on construction projects to ensure workers are adequately trained on the use of a fall protection system if they may use the system on the job. These workers must be given adequate oral and written instructions by a competent person. Requirements for training and instruction under subsection 26.2(1) of the Construction Projects Regulation must be completed, in addition to an approved working at heights training program. It covers aspects specific to each work site or construction project. 



Working at Heights Training 

 Module 1 (Theory)
– rights & responsibilities 
– identifying hazards 

(focus on safety culture) 
– hierarchy of controls
– limitations of (PPE)
– warning methods and 

physical barriers
– ladder safety
– introduction to PPE

 Module 2 (Practical)
– barriers and other fixed 

equipment
– fall PPE (travel restraint, 

fall restricting, fall arrest 
systems) 

– anchor points
– work access equipment 

and platforms
– rescue planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Module 1 (Basic Theory) is knowledge and awareness based and is a minimum of three hours long. It includes foundational elements on how to work safely at heights and covers topics such as: knowing rights and responsibilities related to working at heightsidentifying hazards of working at heights (focus on safety culture) understanding the hierarchy of controls and limitations of personal protective equipment (PPE)warning methods and physical barriersladder safetybasic introduction to PPE theoryModule 2 (Practical) contains more advanced information on fall protection systems and includes hands-on demonstration of equipment and procedures. It is a minimum of three and a half hours long and includes a practical demonstration of the proper use of fall protection equipment. This module also covers topics such as: barriers and other fixed equipmentfall PPE (travel restraint, fall restricting, fall arrest systems) anchor pointswork access equipment and platformsrescue planning



Four steps to keep your people & business safe

 Conduct workplace hazard 
assessment 
 Know which regulations 

apply 
 Review your policy, 

procedures and training
 Review or implement a 

contractor safety program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understand what the new training standards involve. The ministry may extend them to other sectors, so even if they don't apply to you now, they may apply soon.Know what regulation the work being done in your facility falls under. Even if your workplace is considered industrial, some of the work being done might not be. A surprising number of things are actually construction by definition.Review your working at heights policy, procedures and training to ensure they're up to date. Keep all training records current.Review or implement a contractor safety program, so that it's ready to go whenever you hire a contractor.If you outsource training, ensure your provider is in compliance.Conduct or update a hazard assessment to ensure you've identified all potential fall hazards, and eliminated or controlled them.



WHMIS and Global Harmonization System

 Hazard classification criteria are more 
comprehensive 

 New hazard classes are included
 Physical hazard criteria are consistent with TDG
 Standardized language (hazard and precautionary 

statements)
 Standardized SDS format and more comprehensive 

requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WHMIS has aligned with the worldwide hazard communication system known as GHS – the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals. Aligning with GHS provides many benefits, including:Hazard classification criteria are more comprehensive which improves ability to indicate severity of hazards.New hazard classes are included.Physical hazard criteria are consistent with the Transport of Dangerous Goods (TDG regulations).Standardized language (hazard and precautionary statements).Standardized SDS format and more comprehensive requirements.



Transition to WHMIS 2015

 Changes to Hazardous Products Act and Regulations 
 In force February 11, 2015
 Phased - final deadline December 1, 2018 
 Proposed changes OHSA - Bill 85
 Period when federal and provincial WHMIS 

requirements not aligned 
 MOL will use "interim operational approach"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) is changing. Since 1988, WHMIS has been Canada’s hazard communication system for workplace chemicals. It is a national system implemented through interlocking federal, provincial and territorial legislation and regulations.WHMIS is changing to adopt new international standards for classifying hazardous chemicals and providing information on labels and safety data sheets. These new international standards are part of the Globally Harmonized System for the Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS) and are being phased in across Canada between February 2015 and December 2018. The GHS standards have been endorsed by the United Nations. They are also being implemented in many other countries including the United States, Australia, New Zealand, China, Japan and members of the European Union.Ontario is slowly continuing its lengthy transition towards WHMIS 2015 (GHS).  Currently, proposed changes to the Occupational Health and Safety Act related to the new GHS standards which were introduced through Bill 85, Strengthening and Improving Government Act are in debate (Second Reading). It is still unknown when the proposed amendments will be passed and come into force.  If the OHSA amendments pass, proposed amendments to the WHMIS Regulation would follow. Until the proposed amendments come into force, there will be a period when federal and provincial WHMIS requirements are not aligned in Ontario. During this period, the Ministry of Labour will use an "interim operational approach" to ensure workers are protected and that the new standards are implemented in a coordinated manner. In a nutshell, this means the following:If a workplace has chemicals labelled under WHMIS 1988, the employer must provide WHMIS 1988 training to workers who work with or near those chemicals. If a workplace has chemicals labelled under WHMIS 2015, the employer must provide WHMIS 2015 training. If a workplace has some chemicals labelled under WHMIS 1988 and others under WHMIS 2015, the employer must provide both WHMIS 1988 and WHMIS 2015 training.  The type and amount of training will depend on whether a product is new to the workplace and/or newly classified as a hazardous product: If the product is a controlled product under WHMIS (1988) and is already used in the workplace, workers should already be trained to work with it safely. If the same product enters the workplace with WHMIS 2015 labels and safety data sheets, and workers know how to work with it safely, workers may continue to use the product but must be trained as soon as practicable on the content and format of the new supplier labels and safety data sheets. If a hazardous product enters the workplace with WHMIS 2015 labels and safety data sheets, and it was not previously used at the workplace, the product may be stored but not used until workers are trained on the new supplier labels and safety data sheets as well as procedures for the safe use, storage, handling and disposal of the product, including in an emergency. The same applies if a product is a hazardous product under the new system but was not classified as a controlled product under the old system. 



What’s changing? 

 Pictograms
 Hazard Classes and 

Categories 
 Safety Data Sheets - 9 to 16 

sections
 Labels – supplier and 

workplace 





Hazard Groups, Classes, Categories & Types

 Physical hazards group – based on physical or 
chemical properties
– flammability, reactivity, or corrosivity to metals

 Health Hazards group - based on the ability of the 
product to cause a health effect 
– eye irritation, respiratory sensitization or carcinogenicity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WHMIS 2015 applies to two major groups of hazards: physical, and health. Each hazard group includes hazard classes that have specific hazardous properties.Physical hazards group: based on the physical or chemical properties of the product - such as flammability, reactivity, or corrosivity to metals.Health hazards group: based on the ability of the product to cause a health effect - such as eye irritation, respiratory sensitization (may cause allergy or asthma symptoms or breathing difficulties if inhaled), or carcinogenicity (may cause cancer).GHS also defines an Environmental hazards group. This group (and its classes) was not adopted in WHMIS 2015. However, you may see the environmental classes listed on labels and Safety Data Sheets (SDSs). Including information about environmental hazards is allowed by WHMIS 2015.



Physical Hazard Classes
 Flammable gases 
 Flammable aerosols 
 Oxidizing gases 
 Gases under pressure 
 Flammable liquids 
 Flammable solids 
 Pyrophoric liquids 
 Pyrophoric solids 
 Oxidizing liquids 
 Oxidizing solids 
 Organic peroxides 
 Corrosive to metals
 Combustible dusts 
 Pyrophoric gases 

Health Hazard Classes 
 Acute toxicity 
 Skin corrosion/irritation 
 Serious eye damage/eye 

irritation 
 Respiratory or skin 

sensitization 
 Germ cell mutagenicity 
 Carcinogenicity 
 Reproductive toxicity 
 Specific target organ toxicity 

– single exposure 
 Specific target organ toxicity 

– repeated exposure 
 Biohazardous infectious 

materials 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hazard classes are a way of grouping together products that have similar properties. Most of the hazard classes are common to GHS and will be used worldwide by all countries that have adopted GHS. Some hazard classes are specific to WHMIS 2015. List of Hazard ClassesPhysical Hazards Flammable gases Flammable aerosols Oxidizing gases Gases under pressure Flammable liquids Flammable solids Self-reactive substances and mixtures Pyrophoric liquids Pyrophoric solids Self-heating substances and mixtures Substances and mixtures which, in contact with water, emit flammable gases Oxidizing liquids Oxidizing solids Organic peroxides Corrosive to metalsCombustible dusts Simple asphyxiants Pyrophoric gases Physical hazards not otherwise classifiedHealth Hazards Acute toxicity Skin corrosion/irritation Serious eye damage/eye irritation Respiratory or skin sensitization Germ cell mutagenicity Carcinogenicity Reproductive toxicity Specific target organ toxicity – single exposure Specific target organ toxicity – repeated exposure Aspiration hazardBiohazardous infectious materials Health hazards not otherwise classifiedNote: GHS also defines an Explosive class and the Environmental Hazards group (not mandatory). The WHMIS regulations do not currently include the Explosives hazard class. Explosives are covered by other legislation in Canada. 



Labels

 Product identifier
 Initial supplier 

identifier 
 Pictogram(s) 
 Signal word 
 Hazard statement(s) 
 Precautionary 

statement(s) 
 Supplemental label 

information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Product identifier - the brand name, chemical name, common name, generic name or trade name of the hazardous product.Initial supplier identifier – the name, address and telephone number of either the Canadian manufacturer or the Canadian importer*.Pictogram(s) – hazard symbol within a red "square set on one of its points". Signal word – a word used to alert the reader to a potential hazard and to indicate the severity of the hazard.Hazard statement(s) - standardized phrases which describe the nature of the hazard posed by a hazardous product.Precautionary statement(s) – standardized phrases that describe measures to be taken to minimize or prevent adverse effects resulting from exposure to a hazardous product or resulting from improper handling or storage of a hazardous product.Supplemental label information - some supplemental label information is required based on the classification of the product. For example, the label for a mixture containing ingredients with unknown toxicity in amounts higher than or equal to 1% must include a statement indicating the percent of the ingredient or ingredients with unknown toxicity. Labels may also include supplementary information about precautionary actions, hazards not yet included in the GHS, physical state, or route of exposure. This information must not contradict or detract from the standardized information. 



Phase Timing Suppliers
Manufacturers 
and Importers

Distributors Employer*

Phase 1 From February 11, 
2015 to May 31, 
2017

WHMIS 1988 
or WHMIS 
2015

WHMIS 1988 
or WHMIS 
2015

Consult F/P/T 
regulator

Phase 2 From June 1, 2017 
to May 31, 2018

WHMIS 2015 WHMIS 1988 
or WHMIS 
2015

WHMIS 1988 
or WHMIS 
2015

Phase 3 From June 1, 2018 
to November 30, 
2018

WHMIS 2015 WHMIS 2015 WHMIS 1988 
or WHMIS 
2015

Completion December 1, 2018 WHMIS 2015 WHMIS 2015 WHMIS 2015



How to handle WHMIS now?

 Products labelled WHMIS 1988 
 Products labelled WHMIS 2015
 Workplace has products labelled under WHMIS 1988 

and others under WHMIS 2015
 Training depends if product is new to workplace or 

newly classified as a hazardous product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a workplace has chemicals labelled under WHMIS 1988, the employer must provide WHMIS 1988 training to workers who work with or near those chemicals. If a workplace has chemicals labelled under WHMIS 2015, the employer must provide WHMIS 2015 training. If a workplace has some chemicals labelled under WHMIS 1988 and others under WHMIS 2015, the employer must provide both WHMIS 1988 and WHMIS 2015 training.  The type and amount of training will depend on whether a product is new to the workplace and/or newly classified as a hazardous product: If the product is a controlled product under WHMIS (1988) and is already used in the workplace, workers should already be trained to work with it safely. If the same product enters the workplace with WHMIS 2015 labels and safety data sheets, and workers know how to work with it safely, workers may continue to use the product but must be trained as soon as practicable on the content and format of the new supplier labels and safety data sheets. If a hazardous product enters the workplace with WHMIS 2015 labels and safety data sheets, and it was not previously used at the workplace, the product may be stored but not used until workers are trained on the new supplier labels and safety data sheets as well as procedures for the safe use, storage, handling and disposal of the product, including in an emergency. The same applies if a product is a hazardous product under the new system but was not classified as a controlled product under the old system. 



WHMIS 2015 Does Not Change

 Requirement that all containers be 
properly labeled

 Safety Data Sheet distribution and 
availability in the workplace

 Requirement that all affected 
employees be trained to recognize 
hazards and take proper precautions

 Trade secrets protection



Roles and Responsibilities Under WHMIS 2015 

 Current roles and 
responsibilities for suppliers, 
employers and workers will 
not change 

 Suppliers, Importers and 
Producers duties will continue 
to include:
– Classifying hazardous products
– Preparing labels and SDSs
– Providing these elements to 

customers



Under WHMIS 2015 Employers Must Continue To

 Train workers on the hazards and 
safe use of products

 Ensure that hazardous materials 
are properly labelled

 Provide access for workers to up-
to-date SDSs

 Prepare workplace labels and SDSs 
as necessary

 Ensure appropriate control 
measures are in place to protect 
the health and safety of workers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the slide. Mention that SDSs don’t have to be replaced every 3 years under WHMIS 2015.  



Took effect March 1,  2016 

Key Changes under the new standard:
 Requirements for training, delivery & training providers
 Part 1 training increased to 3 days
 Part 2 training increased to 2 days - must be taken within 

6 months of Part 1  
 1 Day Refresher training will be required every 3 years for 

certified members to maintain their status 
 Part 2 training must be completed through an approved 

MOL provider

New JHSC Certification Training Standard



New Noise Regulation O. Reg. 381

 In effect July 1, 2016
 requiring employers to reduce noise 

exposure by applying a "hierarchy of 
controls" 

 ensuring employers select the right 
hearing protection devices in 
situations where other controls are 
not appropriate 

 specifying the instruction and 
training employers must provide to 
workers wearing a device 
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O. Reg. 381: Noise extends noise prevention requirements to all workplaces under Ontario's Occupational Health and Safety Act. It supersedes existing requirements in regulations such as the Industrial Establishments Regulation (O. Reg. 851), which applies to manufacturing and service sector workplaces. A new noise regulation taking effect July 1 will help workplaces better protect employees from the debilitating effects of noise-induced hearing loss. It's more prevalent than you may think. Noise-induced hearing loss claims in Ontario exceed $50 million a year.WSPS occupational hygienist Ilma Bhunnoo estimates that 90% of most production type workplaces, even warehousing, could have noise levels above the maximum allowable 85 decibel time-weighted average.The new regulation protects hearing byrequiring employers to reduce noise exposure by applying a "hierarchy of controls." These controls are generally considered to include, in descending order, elimination, substitution, engineering controls, administrative controls, and finally personal protective equipment, such as hearing protection devices.ensuring employers select the right hearing protection devices in situations where other controls are not appropriate. Selection must be based on the sound levels workers are exposed to and the devices' ability to attenuate sounds to an acceptable level.specifying the instruction and training employers must provide to workers wearing a device. Training and instruction requirements are now more explicit in the regulation, and must include the device's limitations, proper fitting, inspection and maintenance and, if applicable, cleaning and disinfection.



4 things to have in place by July 1

 an up-to-date hazard assessment – know the noise 
exposure levels 

 a hazard control program that identifies noise 
sources and the measures taken to control them 

 if providing hearing protection, then include 
– a selection process
– a training program for workers

 an up-to-date record of everything you've done
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4 things to have in place by July 1Ilma Bhunnoo suggests your workplace have these elements in place as part of a compliance strategy:an up-to-date hazard assessment so that you know the noise exposure levels.a hazard control program that identifies noise sources and the measures taken to control them. If the plan is being implemented in phases, indicate what will be done and when.if providing hearing protection, then include a selection process. Identify the noise source, employee exposure level, and the attenuation provided by the selected hearing protection. "Hearing protectors are rated according to noise reduction rating factors or classes. Make sure you're matching the proper hearing protection device to the sound level exposure of your worker."a training program for workers on the device's limitations, proper fitting, inspection and maintenance and, if applicable, cleaning and disinfection.an up-to-date record of everything you've done. After July 1, Ministry of Labour inspectors will be encouraging compliance, particularly with training. Let your records demonstrate your commitment to protecting workers' hearing.



How we can help…

 Stay informed - timely information and 
resources 

 Expert staff to guide, assess and advise 
 MOL Approved training provider
 A variety of products to meet all your health 

and safety needs 
 Conferences and workshops across the 

province
 WSPS Network News and social media channels
 www.wsps.ca over 250 downloadable resources 

available on our website at no additional cost

30
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Our consultants work with you to understand your business needs and goals. We help you figure you which solutions will help you build health and safety into your business. General Consulting Services include:Assisting with development of a basic health and safety program Providing health and safety information Identifying and facilitating implementation of solutionsAssessing training needs WSPS also offers  5  professional  and  technical services:Occupational Hygiene - Conducted by Certified Industrial  Hygienists Ergonomics - Conducted by a Canadian Certified Ergonomic ProfessionalSafeguarding of Machinery - Conducted by a Professional EngineerH&S Information Centre - Extensive H&S library and information search serviceProducts Sector-specificVariety of formatsAll created with input from WSPS consultants and volunteers, member firms, subject specialists, governmental organizations and system partners. TrainingTraining is based on real workplace conditions and is provided in a number of flexible learning formats, classroom training to more focused, on-site workshops. Information and materials  relevant, interesting and applicable,cover technical, legislative and general health and safety topics.Conferences and workshopsNetwork and Knowledge ExchangeDays of WorkshopsMOL Insider workshops

http://www.wsps.ca/


For help with your prevention program, contact:

Workplace Safety & Prevention Services
1 877 494 WSPS (9777)

info@wsps.ca

www.wsps.ca
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